LSAC Committee Minutes
Date | time 28/09/2015 19:30| Location DMTC
Meeting called by

Ben Clark

Apologies

Type of meeting

Fortnightly Meeting

None

Note taker

Matthew Peers

Main Business
Chair
Ben


Following the redevelopment of the DMTC, it has been identified that the
facility has more storage space than originally believed; because of this the
club might regain full possession of the cupboard. This development has not
been confirmed and is unlikely to take place in the short term.



The annual Sports Bazaar will be taking place on the 3rd October, set up will
begin at 10AM, with the doors opening at 11AM. It has been suggested that
only 4 people man the stand. Space for bows will be available, but no arrows
will be permitted.
TC will update the previous year’s fliers so these can be distributed at the
Bazaar.



It has been decided to cancel the Wednesday taster session as it is predicted
that the membership spaces will already have run out. Therefore
Wednesday’s session will revert to a conventional experienced session.



On Monday 12th October a Clinical Band Training Session will be held with
Maggie which will be open to all members, a suitable venue with mirrors is
being identified. Depending on the time of this session, the normal Monday
session may be cancelled.



This year’s committee training will be on Thursday 1st October, starting at
7PM in James France.



Ben informed the committee that the numbers of returners had increased
significantly this year, believing in the long run that this could hamper club
development.
Several ideas to limit the number of returners were discussed, with the idea
of experienced member trials looking the likely way forward. Qualifying
scores of 500 (for member just finishing their novice year) and 520-530 for
returning experienced members were discussed. Nottingham University
already uses a similar system, within their club.

Secretary
Matthew


Matthew reported that prior to the meeting 34 membership places had been
sold; this consists of 30 returning members, 3 novices and 1 new experienced
member. A cap of 37 members will exist until the Sports Bazaar.



Several items require PAT testing before the Sports Bazaar, these will be 2
laptops and a monitor. Ben & Matthew will arrange a time to get the
equipment checked at the Union.



It has been requested that a session register is taken for every session, this
will be created and will be introduced from the session on Wednesday 7th.

Treasurer
Laura


Only minor changes have been made to last year’s budget, more money has
now been allocated to equipment and competitions. The budget for transport
has been reduced slightly over last year.



The club will pay for the same competitions as last year (although the
Hinckley Portsmouth has been cancelled), competition spending will be
under budget including the £130 put aside for BUCS Outdoors.

Team Captain
Sarah


Sarah reported that entries for the BOR Clout and the MMAC WA18 have
been completed and the entries for the Foxes Worcester are being compiled.



It was noticed that the EMAS Championships clashes with a BUTTS leg, the
committee decided that the club’s priority is with the BUTTS leg, so the
highest scoring experienced members will contest the BUTTS leg. A further
team would also contest EMAS. Tom suggested that Alumni members could
compete at EMAS.



The idea of shooting in Amsterdam had been raised, JB is to look into this
and other possibilities.

Equipment Officer
Arthur


Arthur is in the process of completing the inventory, whilst also re arranging
the club bows back into their original sets. It has been suggested that the rests
on the beginner’s bows are replaced with super-rests.
2 new bow bags are currently on order, and two tubes of arrows require
repairing. Further rope will be purchased to allow new boss tie down ropes
to be created, along with a hose reel for the perimeter rope. New bow racks to
a simpler design have been ordered from the AU.



Arthur has decided that experienced members will be able to borrow club
beginner bows until the end of this week, and club intermediate bows until
the end of the beginner’s course.
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Tour/Recs Officer
Louis


Due to time constraints it was decided to discuss the idea of hosting a county
open shoot at a future meeting.

Social Sec
Jonathan


Jonathan has suggested that this year’s Fresher’s Social will follow a similar
plan to last year.



A suggestion had been put forward to Jonathan about purchasing Revolution
cards for the club, however it was decided it would be better for individuals
to purchase these rather than the club.

Alumni Officer
Tom


Tom had no issues to report.

Upcoming Competitions




Bowmen of Rutland Clout 18th October 2015
Melton Mowbray WA18 1st November 2015
Foxes Worcester 13th December 2015

Session Rota
Date

Session Taker

Location

Monday 28th September

BC

DMTC

Tuesday 29th September

BC

DMTC

Wednesday 30th September

BC

DMTC

Saturday 3rd October

-

-

Monday 5th October

TC

DMTC

Tuesday 6th October

TC

DMTC

Wednesday 7th October

TC

DMTC

Saturday 10th October

LR

DMTC

Monday 12th October

JB

DMTC

Notes

Session Cancelled

AOB
Next meeting date: Provisionally Monday 12th October 2015
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Sarah questioned whether the club would wish to send a team to the Derby Open WA18 on November 7th. The
committee decided that any entries for this should be made by interested individuals.
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